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Abstract

Relatively little research has been published about bibliographic visualization, although scientists,

researchers, and students often have need for such technology. In this paper, we examine the func-

tionality needed to visualize bibliographies e�ectively. After reviewing some existing tools, we present

BIVTECI (Bibliographic Visualization Tool with Enhanced Citation Interactivity) which derives from

our analysis.

Our main research goal is to capture the user-required relationships between bibliographic entries

or articles. First, a user must understand the chronology of articles. Second, a user needs to see the

inuence of articles on later work, i.e., the citation relationships. Third, the user wishes to group articles

by speci�ed attributes (e.g., title, author, keyword). Fourth, the user needs to examine information at

varying levels of detail from general, multi-article views to speci�c, single-article ones. Finally, the user

may need to use several information views simultaneously. We note that baseline functionality includes

simple retrieval of entries by title, author, and keyword.

The prototype BIVTECI tool demonstrates e�ective solutions for most of these requirements, com-

bining information visualization with manipulation. The article proposes future research into features
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not yet implemented. BIVTECI is based on the Star data translator and the Landscape information

visualizer, both developed at the University of Toronto.

1 Introduction

An essential tool of scienti�c research, bibliographic cross-referencing and searching are often extremely

time-consuming. From a particular article, researchers must follow reference links backwards to cited

articles and forwards to citing articles, in order to discover relevant methods, conclusions, and further

references. Unfortunately, general-use tools tend to be slow. Paper and electronic catalogues, for

example, support the user in following links. Library catalogues support backward linking, while

citation indices support forward linking.

Existing general bibliographic tools have only minimal support for interactivity and visualization.

Catalogues tend to list detailed entries, or at best to �lter entries according to speci�ed attributes.

Researchers, scientists, and students in many disciplines could bene�t from more sophisticated biblio-

graphic tools. Numerous situations require such tools:

� research in an area that is partially or entirely unknown

� survey or overview research

� monitoring of research activities in speci�c �elds over time

� examination of relationships among articles in a speci�c �eld

� maintenance, visualization, and searching of a personal database

A good bibliographic visualization tool (BVT) must present the key relationships between bibliographic

entries or articles. At a minimum, we propose that such a tool support the following six features:

1. display of complete bibliographical entry

2. �ltering by title, author, and keyword

3. display of chronology and inuence of articles, i.e., ordered citation links

4. information views at several levels of detail

5. multiple simultaneous and (optionally) synchronized views

6. visualization of large search result sets

In addition, a BVT could e�ectively support the following three features:

1. article clustering

2. attribute visualization

3. system inference of articles related to user queries

Bibliographic data is characterized by strongly networked relationships. For this reason, a standard

set-oriented or relational database cannot adequately visualize or manipulate such data. Moreover, a

generalized BVT could serve as a front end for any networked data set, e.g., a local database, or World

Wide Web documents or servers. A BVT, therefore, could serve as a springboard for future research

in the area of visualization.

In the Department of Computer Science at the University of Toronto, we have therefore developed the

software prototype BIVTECI { Bibliographic Visualization Tool with Enhanced Citation Interactivity.

The prototype serves three purposes. First, it implements a growing subset of the features proposed
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for an e�ective BVT. Second, it presents a general user interface (UI) for strongly networked data sets.

Finally, it demonstrates the e�ectiveness of the Star data translator and the Landscape information

visualizer (which will be discussed in Section 4 of this article).

BIVTECI supports three bibliographical information views. The general view is a chronological

overview of articles with citation links. The speci�c view centers on a speci�c article, while displaying

its cited and citing links. Finally, an intermediate view arranges articles spatially by attribute relevance.

Several features are shared among all views. First, each view supports �ltering by title, author, keyword,

and other attributes. Each article displays, in iconic form, details of its participation in the current

query. Second, each view supports article aggregates on the basis of various attributes. Third, each

view supports virtual references, or system-inferred links related to (but not resulting from) the user's

current query. In general, views can be independent or synchronized; that is, �lters can have local or

global scope. As required, full bibliographic information is immediately available for each displayed

document.

To accomodate a range of bibliographic expertise from novice to expert, BIVTECI features several

UI and retrieval options. Such options include attribute weights, attribute displays, retrieval parameters,

and view layouts. The system provides useful default values for the novice user.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of previous work

on the visualization of bibliographic data; Section 3 discusses in detail the information views supported

by BIVTECI; Section 4 describes the system's architecture; and Section 5 summarizes our research and

proposes future work.

2 Review of Bibliographic Visualization Tools

Researchers at Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center) have developed two tools useful for biblio-

graphical work. Both tools have been widely publicized, so this article will discuss them only briey.

(For references, please see Section 6.)

For the last several years, PARC researchers have collaborated on the Information Visualizer, an ap-

plication based on 3D graphics and interactive animation. Part of this work, the Buttery system is an

application for accessing DIALOG's Science Citation databases over the Internet. The application integ-

rates search, browsing, and access management. Sophisticated in visualization and access techniques,

Buttery meets the requirements proposed above for a BVT. Utilizing 2D graphics and standalone

workstations, BIVTECI meets the requirements for a BVT somewhat di�erently, while incorporating

the three additional features recommended above. [Mackinlay 95]

Another project at PARC, TileBars, introduces a new visualization technique in the �eld of inform-

ation retrieval (IR). The technique uses text structure to visualize retrieval from full-text documents.

TileBars simultaneously and compactly display key attributes of retrieved documents. The visual

patterns can be quickly scanned and interpreted, helping users to judge the potential relevance of doc-

uments. Working with bibliographic entries, BIVTECI adapts the TileBars technique to indicate query

attributes (e.g., title, author, keywords) pertaining to displayed articles and clusters. [Hearst 95]

Several researchers at the University of Padua and at the European Space Agency have designed and

implemented a two-level conceptual architecture for constructing a hypertext to interact with large tex-

tual databases. The architecture is intended to be a semantic representation of both the content and the

organization of a document collection. A general goal is to de�ne a new model for information retrieval

(IR). The resulting prototype, HYPERLINE, integrates a thesaurus with bibliographic retrieval. While

it also enhances bibliographic retrieval with browsing functionality, BIVTECI organizes browsing by

citation links, rather than by semantic ones. In addition, BIVTECI incorporates graphical visualization
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techniques. [Agosti 92]

At GMD-IPSI in Darmstadt, researchers have developed a prototype UI named LyberWorld. The

prototype visualizes an abstract information space for the full-text IR system INQUERY. To assist

user searching and browsing, LyberWorld's visualizations use metaphors of 3-D spatial navigation. One

of these visualizations, the RelevanceSphere, supports relevance feedback and document clustering.

BIVTECI's intermediate, relevance view resembles aspects of a hypothetical 2-D RelevanceSphere.

3 Views

3.1 Overview

As proposed, our prototype BVT implements three information views. Each view presents bibliographic

data at a di�erent level of generality, and each emphasizes di�erent relationships and attributes. We

believe that the current views compose an adequate foundation for many potential applications. The

system can be easily extended, however, to support new views. (see Section 5).

As previously mentioned, the system generates views on the basis of attributes. Such attributes

include title, author(s), year, location, journal/proceedings, publisher, subject/area, and keywords. Of

these attributes, keywords have particular value for categorizing bibliographic elements, and for indic-

ating associated subjects and research areas. Keywords are normally supplied by authors and are often

included in bibliographic databases. Consider, for example, the keywords used in the bibliography

�les (*.bib) supported by BibTEX, a bibliographical enhancement for LATEX, which is a popular and

powerful text formatting tool. BIVTECI can process BibTEX�les to identify the keywords. We are cur-

rently investigating automated ways to generate keywords and to identify subjects on the basis of other

available information. At the moment, relationships between bibliograhpic entries and subjects/areas

are determined primarily by keywords. For each entry, the system has a list of weighted keywords.

Weights are currently appended by a system user during data entry. In the future, however, we hope

to consider IR techniques to initialize weights automatically by full-text analysis.

The items displayed by BIVTECI are labeled (by default) with the �rst two letters of the authors

last name, and the year of publication. We follow this convention in the next sections when discussing

a sample bibliographic database. For the sake of visual clarity, this articles database contains only

fourteen papers.

3.2 General View

A user often needs to visualize an entire bibliographic database or a large subset according to speci�c

criteria. Such a visualization should show the general chronology, dependencies, and attributes of

bibliographic entries. This requirement has led to the development of a general overview. The user

initially speci�es such attributes as subject, author, etc.; the system then presents matching bibliographic

items in chronological order.

Figure 1 shows a visualization of a complete, small database. The top row contains the most

recent papers (in this example from 1995), and the arrows indicate reference relationships with arrows

pointing to the cited papers. The user can customize the view in various ways. For example, he or she

can constrain the system to organize items into distinct rows by publication year (as shown in Figure

1). The user can also choose to display (as shown) or supress citation links. Links can also be �ltered

by time interval, e.g., the system could display only links spanning two or fewer years. In addition to

�ltering items by attribute, the system can also highlight items. In Figure 1, for example, the gray

boxes highlight papers by a speci�c author. Using color (or grey scale), BIVTECI can also represent
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Figure 1: General view. Items with reference links, sorted chronologically. Highlighting indicates a speci�c

author.
papers with multiple attributes. An item possessing the requested attributes displays an appropriately

striped band near one side. Figure 2 shows an example of a bibliographic entry with attribute bars, as

well as an on-screen legend for the attributes.

In the future, the system will also use colors to indicate papers within user-speci�ed ranges of

attribute values. For example, a paper's impact might be estimated by the numbers of times it is

referenced. Articles cited more than ten times might be displayed as red-shaded rectangles, while

articles cited only once might be displayed with blue shading.

BIVTECI supports a feature that is called virtual references. Virtual references are citation links

that do not exist, but they are possibly implied by subject and keywords. Such reference hints from

the system can indicate unreferenced but relevant previous research. In contrast to the bold lines of

regular citation links, virtual references are displayed using light or dotted lines. (Please see Figure 3.)

We plan to enhance the functionality of virtual references in the future.

At any time, the user can obtain a full bibliographic description of a displayed item by clicking

on it with the mouse. The system retrieves relevant information from the database and displays it in

a pop-up text window. In a similar way, during overview browsing, users often wish to see detailed

citation information about a speci�c paper. To accommodate this need, the system allows the user to

select a paper and to invoke a detailed view, which is described in the next section.

3.3 Speci�c View

BIVTECI's speci�c view presents the relations between a bibliographic item and its citers or citees.

This view supports detailed bibliographic research. Figure 3 (a) presents an example of such a view

for the article labeled "GM93". The articles that reference (or could reference) GM93 are shown at the
5



SG93

Legend of Attributes

Attribute 1

Attribute 2

Attribute 3

Attribute 4

Attribute 5

Figure 2: Attribute bars. On-screen legend and sample item.
(a) (b)

Figure 3: Speci�c view. Items with citing articles, cited groups, and virtual references.
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HCI

VISUALIZATION

USER INTERFACES

GM93

FW92

DT91

QR93

SG93

MM90

GG91

FW95

BJ94

WR93

LS88

DM95

Figure 4: Relevance view. Items arranged by keyword relevance to three topics.

top, and the articles that are (or could be) referenced by it are at the bottom. The top row is sorted

by attribute, while the bottom consists of articles grouped by topic. These article groups support

both task-level thinking and compact information display. In the example, three areas are shown {

Visualization, Interfaces and HCI (Human-Computer Interaction). Virtual references can be displayed

as individual items in other groups (as shown by the unlinked group members in Figure 3 (a)) or as a

distinct group (as in Figure 3 (b)).

As in other views, the user can specify attributes to �lter, highlight or color items. For example,

the view can be restricted to contain the papers written by a certain group of authors during a speci�c

time interval.

3.4 Relevance View

The previous two views are organized by bibliographic entry, with attribute information used primarily

for �ltering and highlighting. We found it useful to develop a view organized by attributes, keywords

in particular. Such a view should support reasoning by relative attribute weights. For this purpose,

BIVTECI provides an intermediate, relevance view that presents information in a non-hierarchical,

multi-focus layout. The user speci�es one, two or three attributes which form a point, a line or a

triangle, respectively, in the plane. Each bibliographic item is then placed on this plane according to

its relationship to the given attributes. Figure 4 shows an example of such a view where three foci are

used to spatially organize the database. Proximity to a focus indicates article relevance. To facilitate

the spreading of articles, the user can adjust the relative weights of the foci. While providing useful

relevance feedback, the layout of the relevance view is approximate. As an aside, as shown in Figure 4,

a stack labelled by the top article indicates that several articles are co-located at this point of the plane.
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By clicking on a stack, the user can examine the items it contains.

As in other views, �ltering, coloring and highlighting can be employed by the user to restrict or

reveal information about the displayed articles. Similarly, the user can choose to show or hide citation

arrows between bibliographic items.

4 System Architecture

BIVTECI was developed at the University of Toronto using tools of the Systems group in the Department

of Computer Science. These tools have been used with much success, primarily for research in software

engineering.

For its back end, BIVTECI uses the Star data translator. The tool translates between a variety

of formats, including PROLOG facts, C source code, and Turing source code. In addition, Star can

perform useful relational algebra operations. These operations support the layout features of BIVTECI.

For its front end, BIVTECI uses the Landscape information viewer. Landscape reads a �le in a

dedicated format, from which it generates a drawing. The user can then modify the diagram manually

in many ways. Landscape can also be used to produce a new diagram, which is input to Star to

generate �le templates in Object-Oriented Turing (OOT) or C. Other features of Landscape include

manual clustering of nodes, diving into a cluster, and �rst-order visual queries.

5 Conclusion

An essential tool of scienti�c research, bibliographic cross-referencing and searching are often time-

consuming. Moreover, in existing general-use bibliographic tools, interactivity and visualization are

only minimally supported. Knowledge workers in many disciplines could bene�t from more sophistic-

ated bibliographic tools. Numerous situations require such tools. A good BVT must present the key

relationships between articles. At a minimum, we have proposed that such a tool support the follow-

ing �ve features: display of bibliographical entries; data �ltering; display of chronology and citations;

speci�c and general views; simultaneous, synchronized views; and visualization of large result sets. In

addition, a BVT could support the following three features: article clustering; attribute visualization;

and system inference of query-related articles.

Bibliographic data is characterized by networked relationships. For this reason, a standard database

cannot adequately visualize or manipulate such data. Furthermore, a generalized BVT can serve as a

front end for any networked data set. We have therefore developed the software prototype BIVTECI.

The tool implements a subset of an e�ective BVT; it presents a UI for networked data sets; and it

demonstrates the e�ectiveness of the Star and the Landscape tools.

BIVTECI supports a chronological, multi-article overview; a single- article view; and a spatial

attribute-relevance view. Each view supports �ltering; each displayed article can indicate bibliographic

attributes; and each view supports virtual references. In general, information views can be independent

or synchronized, and complete bibliographic entries can be easily displayed.

From the perspective of HCI, current results con�rm the usefulness of BIVTECI. As proposed,

the required features have allowed for exible and e�ective bibliographic research in small-scale trials.

The systems graphical user interface (GUI) supports interactive exploration of citations and attributes.

Furthermore, the three network visualizations allow a user to work in the high-level task domain of

articles and citations, rather than at the low level of bibliographic entries.

From a systems point of view, the architecture of BIVTECI has proven to be successful. The

two-component design allows for power and extensibility. The Star translator insulates the visualizer
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from dependence on speci�c data formats, thereby increasing the potential applications of BIVTECI.

Moreover, the Landscape visualizer has enough generality to accommodate a range of information views,

which allows for both incremental re�nement and potential innovation.

Future work on BIVTECI encompasses three tasks. First, further development work is required

to implement the full set of BVT features. Second, usability testing is needed to validate and re�ne

the system's UI. Finally, performance testing would be useful to investigate the characteristics of the

system.

The ultimate extension of BIVTECI, of course, would be real-time, on-line, full-text retrieval. Such

research is beyond the scope of this paper. This BVT tool, however, can be seen as part of the growing

research on digital libraries. We hope, therefore, that BIVTECI plays a useful role in this large and

important project.
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